EASITEX® - Print Preparation

EASITEX is a brand new and patented tension fabric system that does not require a silicone strip sewn onto your print. This subtle change has major benefits compared to traditional systems from saving time, saving money and even help save the planet.

As there is no need for a silicone strip sewn onto your print, there are a couple of things you should know when ordering or preparing your prints.

The size of your print must be larger than the frame. Our recommendation is to allow for a 30mm bleed around the perimeter of your sign. For example, if your sign is 3000 x 2000mm, then your print should be 3060 x 2060mm. This amount of bleed allows for easy installation of your print as well as quick removal when the times comes to change the design.

Top Tip: You can place markers and guidelines onto the bleed area of your print to help speed up installation.

We recommend trimming the corners for ease of installation, removal of prints and to ensure the longevity of the internal Grip Strip is preserved. Installing too much fabric into the frame may result in damaging the Grip Strip upon removal. Cut the corners at a 45° angle up to 20mm into the print.

Top Tip: If you’re working on an event or exhibition, you can request a print with a larger bleed to ensure peace of mind on larger applications. Simply install the graphics and trim the excess where required.

For more information on the EASITEX range and helpful guides, please visit www.easitex.co.uk.